MOTORHOME
A long time in the making, the Achtung Camper
Motorhome has without a doubt the most
thought-through layout on the market.
We’ve put our heads together with tiny-home
architecture firm Winter Architecture and came up
with a 6 metre motorhome that carries 3
passengers + driver, has a 1.95 x 1.7 metre sized
bed(!) that’s always made up, will take you off road
and has all the comforts of home plus more.
What’s more, it has 2 separate seating/eating
areas, and that’s just on the inside!

The Achtung Camper Volkswagen Crafter Motorhome utilises
the most innovative features and accessories on the market.
The diesel run hot water system, heater (with outlets in bathroom
and living area) and cook top mean no need for external power and
no gas. You’re also powered by a 110 amp Lithium battery and the
option of a massive 290 watt(!!) slimline solar panel on the roof.
Talking about power – we’ve done some research, and it turns out
2700 kelvins is the optimum ‘colour temperature’ for a warm, relaxed
atmosphere. Lucky we were able to source our favourite touch on/off,
dimmable LED light strips in just the right colour!
This van has an 80 litre fridge with freezer in the kitchen area and an
extra hidden 20 litre drawer fridge accessible from inside or outside
the van so you never run out of cold drinks, wherever you are sitting!
Want to be truly self-sufficient? Not possible when you need a ‘dump
point’ every 3 days. The Solution: Innovative Nature Head
Composting Toilet. No dump points, no messy emptying. With this
Composting Toilet you only need to empty the container into standard
compost or outside in nature (seriously!) every 3 weeks. And NO
SMELLS – we promise!
Our motorhomes are licensed to carry 3 passengers plus the driver.
Sleep 2 in the back on one of the 2 LARGE size bed options plus the
option of sleeping a third person in the front cockpit area (with
privacy curtain).
Loads of comfortable lounge seating in the back and a massive
1950x1700 size bed with the option of an electric bed in the roof (still
1950x1700) if you can’t be bothered making up your bed at night.
Just press the button and down it comes!

